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Geometrical derivatives and magnetic properties in atomic-orbital
density-based Hartree–Fock theory
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A reformulation of Hartree–Fock theory for time-independent molecular properties with
perturbation-dependent basis sets and which refers strictly to the atomic-orbital basis is presented.
The formalism is based on a recently proposed exponential parametrization of the one-electron
atomic-orbital density matrix. In the presented formulation, only multiplications and additions of
sparse matrices are needed. Linear scaling with system size is therefore obtainable, making this
formulation ideally suited to large molecular systems. The paper contains general formulas for
molecular energy derivatives up to fourth order, with special attention given to molecular gradients,
molecular Hessians, magnetizabilities, and nuclear magnetic shieldings. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415082#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A major challenge of quantum chemistry is to reduce
scaling of the standard electronic-structure methods so a
treat large molecules. Ideally, for a sufficiently large syste
the cost of the calculation should scale linearly with the s
of the system. With conventional techniques, systems c
taining more than a few hundred atoms are beyond the p
ers of presentab initio electronic-structure models. Howeve
in order for quantum chemistry to contribute to many are
of biological and medical interest, it must be able to han
much larger systems such as proteins and nucleic acid
recent years, therefore, much effort has been put into
development of such techniques.

In particular, within the Hartree–Fock and Kohn–Sha
self-consistent-field theories, which formally scale as
fourth power in the size of the system, significant progr
has been made. While these methods are important in th
selves in that they provide good compromises between
and accuracy, the achievement of linear scaling for th
methods is also a necessary first step towards the deve
ment of linear scaling for the more complex, correlatedab
initio methods such as Møller–Plesset and coupled-clu
theories.

By using the fast multipole method~FMM! or the tree-
code method combined with prescreening, the complexity
the long-range Coulomb problem in Hartree–Fock a
Kohn–Sham theories~i.e., the construction of the Fock an
Kohn–Sham matrices! has been reduced to linear.1–6 How-
ever, another bottleneck in these theories is the optimiza
of the energy, which is traditionally achieved by diagonaliz
tion of the Fock/Kohn–Sham matrices, a step that scales
bically with system size.

a!Permanent address: Department of Chemistry, University of Aar
Langelandsgade 140, DK-8000 A˚ rhus C, Denmark.
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To achieve linear scaling, several alternatives to dia
nalization have been suggested, based either on the us
localized orbitals7–9 or on the direct optimization of the den
sity matrix in the atomic-orbital~AO! basis, using the ele
ments of the density matrix as variational parameters.10–14In
the latter approach, the sparsity of the Fock/Kohn–Sh
overlap, and density matrices is exploited to obtain line
scaling. Thus, it has now become possible to compute e
gies and to optimize geometries for systems containing th
sands of atoms using minimal basis sets. These ideas are
applicable for semiempirical methods. Some studies invo
ing correlated methods also exist.15–18For molecular proper-
ties, only a few studies have appeared, including studie
force constants and forces.14

In Refs. 19 and 20, we proposed an exponential par
etrization of the AO density matrix, discussing how it can
used to optimize the density matrix and thus the energy
Ref. 21, this parametrization was used to develop a tim
dependent Hartree–Fock/Kohn–Sham response theory
refers solely to the AO basis and thus is suitable for lin
scaling. We here extend these studies to molecular prope
where the AOs depend on the perturbation. While gene
expressions are given for derivatives to fourth order, mole
lar gradients, molecular Hessians, magnetizabilities,
nuclear magnetic shieldings receive special attention
have~except for the shieldings! been implemented in a de
velopment version of the Dalton program. As will becom
apparent from this paper, the density-based derivative the
is simpler than the corresponding molecular-orbital~MO!
based theory, involving a smaller set of AO matrices a
mathematical operations.

The calculation of derivatives of the Hartree–Fock e
ergy for perturbation-dependent basis sets has a long his
The expression for the Hartree–Fock gradient was deri
by Bratož in 195822 and the first practical implementatio
was reported by Pulay in 1969.23 Molecular Hessians were

s,
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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10345J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 22, 8 December 2001 Atomic-orbital based Hartree–Fock theory
first implemented by Thomsen and Swanstrøm in 19724

based on the work of Bratozˇ22 and Gerratt and Mills.25 The
first practical implementation was reported by Popleet al. in
1979.26 Third derivative expressions were derived by Mocc
in 197027 and implemented by Gaw and Handy in 1984.28

The above formulations and implementations of deri
tives were all given in the MO basis. In 1977, Dodd
McWeeny, and Sadlej presented a density-matrix formula
of first and second derivatives in the AO basis.29 However,
their formulation differs from ours in that it requires the d
agonalization of the Fock matrix to determine the perturb
density matrix. In our formulation, no such diagonalization
required—the derivatives are obtained directly from the~dif-
ferentiated! Hamiltonian and overlap integrals in the AO b
sis and from the~differentiated! density matrix in the AO
basis. As such, the present formulation is closer to the re
work of Ochsenfeld and Head-Gordon,14 who have derived
the molecular gradient and Hessian in a density-based
mulation of Hartree–Fock theory. The main difference b
tween our derivation and that of Ochsenfeld and He
Gordon is that we use an explicit parametrization of the A
density matrix, where redundancies have been identified
removed. Without the proper removal of redundancies,
solution of the response equations and thus the calculatio
second- and higher-order molecular properties may bec
difficult or even impossible for large systems.

After a discussion of the Hartree–Fock energy and
parametrization of the density matrix in Sec. II, we consid
general expressions for the derivatives to fourth order in S
III. The derivatives of the AO density matrix are then di
cussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we consider in greater detail
evaluation of a few selected properties: the molecular gr
ent, the molecular Hessian, and the magnetizability
nuclear shielding constants of closed-shell molecules.

II. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE HARTREE–FOCK
ENERGY

In the present section, we review the density-based
mulation of the Hartree–Fock energy. After a brief discu
sion of the Hartree–Fock energy in Sec. II A, we consid
the exponential parametrization of the AO density matrix
Sec. II B and the Hartree–Fock variational conditions in S
II C.

A. The Hartree–Fock energy

In the atomic spin–orbital basis, the Hartree–Fock
ergy may be written in the form

E5Tr Dh1 1
2Tr DG~D!1hnuc. ~1!

Here D is the one-electron density matrix,h is the one-
electron Hamiltonian matrix with elements

hmn5E xm* ~x!S 2
1

2
¹22(

A

ZA

uRA2r u D xn~x! dx, ~2!

andG(D) contains the matrix elements

Gmn~D!5(
rs

Dsr~gmnrs2gmsrn!, ~3!
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where

gmnrs5E E xm* ~x1!xr* ~x2!xn~x1!xs~x2!

r 12
dx1 dx2 . ~4!

Both spin and space coordinates are included inx. The last
term in Eq.~1! contains the nuclear–nuclear contribution
the total energy; for the calculation of magnetic properties
also contains purely nuclear magnetic interactions, such
the Zeeman interaction between the nuclear magnetic di
moments and the external magnetic field.

For Eq.~1! to represent a valid Hartree–Fock energy, t
AO density matrix must satisfy certain conditions. In partic
lar, in the spin–orbital representation, the density ma
must fulfill the symmetry, rank, and idempotency condition

D†5D, ~5!

Tr DS5Ne , ~6!

DSD5D, ~7!

where Ne is the number of electrons. When the Hartre
Fock energy is optimized or perturbed in any manner,
modifications to the density matrix must comply with the
conditions. Although this may be achieved by a constrain
optimization of the energy, it is more convenient to wo
with an unconstrained, explicit parametrization of the A
density matrix. Such a parametrization was presented
Refs. 19 and 20.

B. Parametrization of the AO density matrix

Let D be any matrix that satisfies the symmetry, ran
and idempotency conditions Eqs.~5!–~7!. From this refer-
ence density matrix, we may generate any valid Hartre
Fock density matrix by carrying out the transformation

D~X!5exp~2XS!D exp~SX!. ~8!

HereS is the AO overlap matrix

Smn5E xm* ~x!xn~x! dx, ~9!

while X is an anti-Hermitian matrix, which may be decom
posed into an antisymmetric real partXR and a symmetric
imaginary partXI

X5XR1 iXI . ~10!

The need to introduce imaginary rotations arises since
shall here consider not only real perturbations~nuclear dis-
placements!, but also perturbations associated with ima
nary operators~magnetic perturbations!.

SinceD(X) is a valid Hartree–Fock density matrix pro
vided X is anti-Hermitian, we may now optimize th
Hartree–Fock energy in an unconstrained manner by vary
the independent elements ofXR andXI . However, it should
be noted that, although the parametrization Eq.~8! is uncon-
strained, it is alsoredundantin the sense that not all nonzer
anti-Hermitian matricesX generate a modified density ma
trix. To avoid such redundant rotations

D~Xred!5D~0!5D, ~11!
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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10346 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 22, 8 December 2001 Larsen et al.
the anti-Hermitian matrixX should comply with the projec
tion relation

X5P~X![PXQ†1QXP†, ~12!

where

P5DS, ~13!

Q512DS, ~14!

are nonorthogonal projectors onto the occupied and vir
orbital spaces, respectively.

C. Variational conditions

The transformed AO density matrixD(X) may be evalu-
ated using the asymmetric Baker–Campbell–Hausd
~BCH! expansion19

D~X!5D1@D,X#S1 1
2 @@D,X#S ,D#S1••• , ~15!

where we have introduced theS commutator

@D,X#S5DSX2XSD. ~16!

Expanding the Hartree–Fock energy Eq.~1! to first order in
X, we obtain the variational condition

dE5Tr FdD~X!5Tr F@D,dX#S

5Tr~FDS2SDF!dX

50, ~17!

where we have introduced the Fock matrix

F5h1G~D!. ~18!

Since Eq.~17! should hold for arbitraryX, we may write the
variational conditions in the form

FDS5SDF. ~19!

Together with the symmetry, rank, and idempotency con
tions Eqs. ~5!–~7!, this equation uniquely determines th
Hartree–Fock AO density matrix and thus the optimiz
Hartree–Fock energy given in Eq.~1!.

III. DERIVATIVES OF THE HARTREE–FOCK ENERGY

Having considered the representation of the Hartre
Fock energy and density matrix in the AO basis, let us n
turn our attention to the derivatives of the Hartree–Fock
ergy E(x) with respect to a set of external parametersx.
~Previously, we have usedx for the combined spatial an
spin electronic coordinates; in the following,x will be used
only for the external parameters.! For much of our discus-
sion, the nature of these parameters is unimportant. Howe
in the final sections of this paper, we shall consider in grea
detail two special cases: geometrical distortions and exte
magnetic fields. These perturbations are of special inte
since, for their accurate description, both require the use
perturbation-dependent basis sets: atom-fixed AOs for g
metrical distortions and field-dependent London AOs for
ternal magnetic fields. The atom-fixed London AOs may
written in the general form
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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xm~r M !5exp@2 1
2iB3~M2O!•r #Slm~r M !exp~2ar M

2 !,
~20!

where r M5r2M is the position of the electron relative t
the AO centerM ; O is the origin of the vector potentialA
5 1

2 B3(r2O) chosen to representB in the Hamiltonian;
a.0 is the orbital exponent; andSlm(r M) is a real solid-
harmonic function. Clearly, these orbitals depend both on
molecular geometry and on the external magnetic field. T
use of such perturbation-dependent AOs imply that the ov
lap matrix S changes as we apply the perturbation. As
shall see in Sec. IV, this fact has important consequences
the evaluation of derivatives.

By straightforward differentiation of Eq.~1! with respect
to x, we obtain the following expressions for the derivativ
of the Hartree–Fock energy to fourth order:

Ea5Tr Dha1 1
2Tr DGa~D!1Tr DaF1hnuc

a , ~21!

Eab5Tr Dhab1 1
2TrDGab~D!1Tr DabF

12PabTr Da@hb1Gb~D!1 1
2 G~Db!#1hnuc

ab , ~22!

Eabc5Tr Dhabc1 1
2Tr DGabc~D!1Tr DabcF

13PabcTr Da@hbc1Gbc~D!1Gb~Dc!#

13PabcTr Dab@hc1Gc~D!1G~Dc!#1hnuc
abc , ~23!

Eabcd5Tr Dhabcd1 1
2Tr DGabcd~D!1Tr DabcdF

14PabcdTr Da@hbcd1Gbcd~D!1 3
2 Gbc~Dd!#

16PabcdTr Dab@hcd1Gcd~D!12Gc~Dd!

1 1
2 G~Dcd!#14PabcdTr Dabc@hd1Gd~D!1G~Dd!#

1hnuc
abcd. ~24!

We have here used the short-hand notation

f a5
d f~x!

dxa
~25!

for the first derivative and likewise for the higher derivative
Also, we have for brevity introduced the symmetrization o
erator

PabA
aBb5 1

2 ~AaBb1AbBa! ~26!

and similarly forPabc and Pabcd. Finally, in deriving Eqs.
~21!–~24!, we have made frequent use of the identity

Tr AG~B!5Tr BG~A!, ~27!

which follows from the particle symmetry of the two
electron integrals.

Equations~21!–~24! are general, expressing the deriv
tives of the Hartree–Fock energy in terms of derivatives
the AO integrals and the AO density matrix. For higher d
rivatives, a large number of terms arise, making the calcu
tion of such derivatives a daunting task. We note, howev
that many of the derivative~Hamiltonian and density! matri-
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ces that contribute to a given ordern in the differentiation
also contribute to derivatives of ordersk,n, thereby reduc-
ing the overall cost of calculating all derivatives up to ord
n.

The derivatives of the one- and two-electron Ham
tonian AO integrals that appear in Eqs.~21!–~24! may be
calculated using any of the standard techniques of molec
integral evaluation, see, for example, Chap. 9 of Ref. 19
the following, we shall assume that the AO integrals may
generated as needed and instead concentrate our attenti
the calculation of the derivatives of the AO density matrix
Eqs.~21!–~24!.

IV. DERIVATIVES OF THE AO DENSITY MATRIX

Having considered the general structure of the Hartre
Fock energy derivatives in Sec. III, we now turn our atte
tion to the derivatives of the AO density matrix

D~X!5exp~2XS!D0 exp~SX!, ~28!

whereD0 is the optimized AO density matrix of the unpe
turbed system. Before taking derivatives, we note that
three matricesS, D0, and X on the right-hand side of Eq
~28! are affected by the perturbationx:

~1! S changes because the AOs in Eq.~20! depend on the
perturbation.

~2! D0 changes to comply with the idempotency condition
Eq. ~6!, which is affected by the perturbed overlap int
gral.

~3! X changes to satisfy the Hartree–Fock condition in E
~19!, which is affected by the perturbed Hamiltonian a
overlap integrals.

For perturbations that donot affect the AOs,S is un-
changed andD0 remains valid also after the perturbation.
such cases, onlyX changes as we perturb the system.
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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general, however,S, D0, andX all change with the pertur-
bation, generating a large number of contributions to hig
order derivatives of the AO density matrix Eq.~28!, making
it important to develop a good strategy for their evaluatio

The remainder of this section consists of three parts
Sec. IV A, we discuss how to assemble the derivatives of
density matrixD(X) from the derivatives ofD0 , S, andX,
assuming that these are already available. Next, in Sec. IV
we consider the evaluation of the derivatives ofD0 from the
derivatives of the idempotency condition Eq.~6!. Finally, in
Sec. IV C, we calculate the derivatives ofX from the differ-
entiated Hartree–Fock conditions Eq.~19!.

A. Derivatives of the BCH expansion

Carrying out the asymmetric BCH expansion of the r
erence density matrix Eq.~15! and differentiating atX50,
we obtain to fourth order:

Da5D0
a1@D0 ,X#S

a , ~29!

Dab5D0
ab1@D0 ,X#S

ab1 1
2 @@D0 ,X#S ,X#S

ab , ~30!

Dabc5D0
abc1@D0 ,X#S

abc1 1
2 @@D0 ,X#S ,X#S

abc

1 1
6 @@@D0 ,X#S ,X#S ,X#S

abc , ~31!

Dabcd5D0
abcd1@D0 ,X#S

abcd1 1
2 @@D0 ,X#S ,X#S

abcd

1 1
6 @@@D0 ,X#S ,X#S ,X#S

abcd

1 1
24 @@@@D0 ,X#S ,X#S , X#S,X#S

abcd. ~32!

Since eachScommutator is a linear combination of produc
of three matrices Eq.~16!, the differentiated nested commu
tators rapidly become complicated, with a large number
contributing terms. For completeness, we here list the
expressions for the derivatives to fourth order:
Da5D0
a1@D0 ,Xa#S , ~33!

Dab5Pab~D0
ab1@D0 ,Xab#S12@D0

a ,Xb#S12@D0 ,Xa#Sb1@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S!, ~34!

Dabc5Pabc~D0
abc1@D0 ,Xabc#S13@D0

a ,Xbc#S13@D0 ,Xab#Sc13@D0
ab,Xc#S16@D0

a ,Xb#Sc13@D0 ,Xa#Sbc

1 3
2 @@D0 ,Xab#S ,Xc#S1 3

2 @@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xbc#S13@@D0
a ,Xb#S ,Xc#S13@@D0 ,Xa#Sb,Xc#S13@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#Sc

1@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S ,Xc#S!, ~35!

Dabcd5Pabcd~D0
abcd1@D0 ,Xabcd#S14@D0

a ,Xbcd#S14@D0 ,Xabc#Sd16@D0
ab,Xcd#S112@D0

a ,Xbc#Sd16@D0 ,Xab#Scd

14@D0
abc,Xd#S112@D0

ab,Xc#Sd112@D0
a ,Xb#Scd14@D0 ,Xa#Sbcd12@@D0 ,Xabc#S ,Xd#S12@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xbcd#S

13@@D0 ,Xab#S ,Xcd#S16@@D0
a ,Xbc#S ,Xd#S16@@D0 ,Xab#Sc,Xd#S16@@D0 ,Xab#S ,Xc#Sd16@@D0

a ,Xb#S ,Xcd#S

16@@D0 ,Xa#Sb,Xcd#S16@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xbc#Sd16@@D0
ab,Xc#S ,Xd#S16@@D0 ,Xa#Sbc,Xd#S16@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#Scd

112@@D0
a ,Xb#Sc,Xd#S112@@D0

a ,Xb#S ,Xc#Sd112@@D0 ,Xa#Sb,Xc#Sd12@@@D0 ,Xab#S ,Xc#S ,Xd#S

12@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xbc#S ,Xd#S12@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S ,Xcd#S14@@@D0
a ,Xb#S ,Xc#S ,Xd#S14@@@D0 ,Xa#Sb,Xc#S ,Xd#S

14@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#Sc,Xd#S14@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S ,Xc#Sd1@@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S ,Xc#S ,Xd#S!. ~36!
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Clearly, a brute-force calculation of these derivatives wo
be rather expensive. However, an inspection of the ne
commutators that contribute to thenth derivative ofD re-
veals that the inner commutators are also needed for the
rivatives of orderk,n. Thenth derivative of the AO density
matrix may therefore be calculated in a recursive manne
a sum ofsingle commutatorsof matrices already availabl
from lower-order derivatives.

To set up such a recursive scheme, we must determ
the derivatives of singleS commutators. To fourth order, th
required derivatives may be written as

@A,X#S
a52PHASXa, ~37!

@A,X#S
ab52PHPab@ASXab12~AS!aXb#, ~38!

@A,X#S
abc52PHPabc@ASXabc13~AS!aXbc

13~AS!abXc#, ~39!

@A,X#S
abcd52PHPabcd@ASXabcd14~AS!aXbcd

16~AS!abXcd14~AS!abcXd#, ~40!

where the operatorPH extracts the Hermitian part of a matri
A:

PHA5 1
2 ~A1A†!. ~41!

From these expressions, the derivatives of the AO den
matrix may be generated recursively, with extensive reus
intermediates. Expressions for higher derivatives are ea
set up in the same manner.

It should be noted that the complexity of the derivativ
Eqs.~33!–~36! arises because the overlap matrix depends
the perturbation. For perturbations where the overlap ma
is unaffected by the perturbation, the derivatives take
simpler form:

Da5@D0 ,Xa#S , ~42!

Dab5Pab~@D0 ,Xab#S1@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S!, ~43!

Dabc5Pabc~@D0 ,Xabc#S1 3
2 @@D0 ,Xab#S ,Xc#S

1 3
2@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xbc#S

1@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S ,Xc#S!, ~44!

Dabcd5Pabcd~@D0 ,Xabcd#S12@@D0 ,Xabc#S ,Xd#S

12@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xbcd#S13@@D0 ,Xab#S ,Xcd#S

12@@@D0 ,Xab#S ,Xc#S ,Xd#S

12@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xbc#S ,Xd#S

12@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S ,Xcd#S

1@@@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S ,Xc#S ,Xd#S!. ~45!

The only contributions are those that involve exclusively
derivatives ofX.

In the evaluation of the density matrices discussed h
we have not taken into account the simplifications that f
low from the 2n11 rule. According to this rule, the deriva
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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tives of X that occur only linearly in the derivatives Eq
~21!–~24! do not contribute to the energy derivatives a
may consequently be omitted.30 In practice, this means tha
the derivatives ofX to ordern determine the energy to orde
2n11. We shall return to this point later.

B. Derivatives of the reference density matrix

As the molecule is perturbed, we must make sure t
the reference densityD0 remains a valid density matrix. Oth
erwise, it can no longer be used as the generating den
matrix of the exponential parametrization Eq.~28!. In par-
ticular, it must satisfy the idempotency relation

D0SD05D0 ~46!

asS changes. In the following, we shall use this relation
determine the derivatives ofD0.

Differentiating Eq.~46! with respect to the perturbation
we obtain

D0
a5D0

aSD01D0SaD01D0SD0
a . ~47!

Some simple manipulation involving the projectors Eqs.~13!
and~14! shows that Eq.~47! uniquely determines the projec
tions of D0

a onto the occupied–occupied and virtual–virtu
orbital spaces

PD0
aP†52D0SaD0 , ~48!

QD0
aQ†50. ~49!

By contrast,PD0
aQ† and QD0

aP† are undetermined by the
idempotency. We may therefore choose these parts ofD0

a

freely without affecting the idempotency condition. A natur
choice is to set both equal to zero,

PD0
aQ†50, ~50!

QD0
aP†50. ~51!

With these choices ofPD0
aQ† andQD0

aP†, the first derivative
of D0 is uniquely defined as

D0
a52D0SaD0 . ~52!

It is easily verified that Eq.~52! satisfies not only the differ-
entiated idempotency relation Eq.~7! but also the differenti-
ated symmetry and rank conditions in Eqs.~5! and ~6!. It is
therefore a valid derivative Hartree–Fock density matrix.

Once we have determined the first derivative of the r
erence density matrix, its higher derivatives follow recu
sively by further differentiation of Eq.~52!. In the following,
we list the derivatives of the reference density matrix
fourth order:

D0
a52D0SaD0 , ~53!

D0
ab52D0SabD012PHPabD0SaD0SbD0 , ~54!

D0
abc52D0SabcD01PHPabc~6D0SabD0ScD0

26D0SaD0SbD0ScD0!, ~55!
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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D0
abcd52D0SabcdD01PHPabcd~8D0SabcD0SdD0

16D0SabD0ScdD0 ~56!

224D0SabD0ScD0SdD0212D0SaD0SbcD0SdD0

124D0SaD0SbD0ScD0SdD0). ~57!

The symmetrization operators are given by Eqs.~26! and
~41!. The corresponding expressions for higher derivati
are easily generated.

It should be understood that the choice of reference d
sity matrix is never unique—any valid density matrix w
do. If the geometry is distorted, for example, we must cho
one particular reference density matrix~among the infinitely
many possible matrices! at each geometry. In this way, w
establish aconnectionbetween density matrices at differe
geometries, in much the same way as connections are e
lished between reference MOs when derivatives are take
MO theories31—see also Refs. 32–34.

The choice of connection can sometimes have an imp
tant effect on the calculation of derivatives. Thus, if the co
nection is chosen such thatD0

a becomes very large compare
with Da, then Xa becomes large as well. Eventually, th
situation may lead to numerical instabilities in the calcu
tion of derivatives, when the differentiated density is o
tained from large contributions that nearly cancel. Our c
nection minimizes the norm of the first derivative Eq.~52! by
setting the occupied–virtual and virtual–occupied bloc
equal to zero—see Eqs.~50! and ~51!. Conceptually, our
choice of connection for the AO reference density matrix
similar to that of the natural connection in MO theory,
which the orthonormal orbitals of the perturbed system
required to have maximum overlap with the unperturbed
of MOs.33

C. Response equations

To calculate the derivatives of the density matrix acco
ing to Eqs.~33!–~36!, it remains to discuss the evaluation
the derivatives of the rotation matrixX. Because of the 2n
11 rule, we need only determine these derivatives to sec
order to calculate the energy to fourth order. Differentiati
the variational conditions Eq.~19! twice, we obtain

PA~FaDS1FDaS1FDSa!50, ~58!

PAPab~FabDS1FDabS1FDSab12FaDbS12FaDSb

12FDaSb!50. ~59!

By analogy with Eq.~41!, we have here introduced the op
eratorPA , which extracts the anti-Hermitian part of a matr
A:

PAA5 1
2 ~A2A†!. ~60!

Noting that the derivatives of the Fock matrix are given b

Fa5ha1Ga~D!1G~Da!, ~61!

Fab5hab1Gab~D!1G~Dab!12PabG
a~Db!, ~62!

and introducing the notation

K ~A!5PA@G~A!DS1FAS#, ~63!
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we find that Eqs.~58! and ~59! may be written as

K ~Da!52PA@haDS1Ga~D!DS1FDSa#, ~64!

K ~Dab!52PA@habDS1Gab~D!DS1FDSab#

22PAPab@Ga~Db!DS1FaDbS

1FaDSb1FDaSb#, ~65!

where the unknown, perturbed densitiesDa andDab occur on
the left-hand side only. To comply with the symmetry, ran
and idempotency conditions, the perturbed densities mus
written in the form of Eqs.~33! and ~34!. We therefore re-
write the derivatives of the density matrices as

Da5@D0 ,Xa#S1D2n11
a , ~66!

Dab5@D0 ,Xab#S1D2n11
ab ~67!

with

D2n11
a 5D0

a , ~68!

D2n11
ab 5Pab~D0

ab12@D0
a ,Xb#S12@D0 ,Xa#Sb

1@@D0 ,Xa#S ,Xb#S!, ~69!

and arrive at the following linear sets of equations:

K ~@D0 ,Xa#S!52PA@haDS1Ga~D!DS1FDSa

1K ~D2n11
a !#, ~70!

K ~@D0 ,Xab#S!52PA@habDS1Gab~D!DS1FDSab

1K ~D2n11
ab !#22PAPab@Ga~Db!DS

1FaDbS1FaDSb1FDaSb#. ~71!

These are the Hartree–Fock density-matrix response e
tions, equivalent to the first- and second-order coupl
perturbed Hartree–Fock equations of MO theory.

The left-hand sides of the first- and second-order
sponse equations~70! and~71! are identical and the same fo
all perturbations; only the right-hand sides differ depend
on the order of the differentiation and the nature of the p
turbation. Consequently, the same linear solver may be u
in all cases. However, we note that, since the second-o
equation~70! contains the first-order perturbed density m
trix Da, the first-order equations must be solved before
solution of the second-order equations is attempted.

The Hartree–Fock response equations may be solved
for example, the conjugate-gradient method, which is w
suited to the study of large systems. In solving the equatio
redundancies must be properly treated~by applying projec-
tors! and a suitable preconditioner must be found to speed
convergence.35 The techniques are essentially the same
those needed for the optimization of the Hartree–Fock d
sity matrix. By exploiting the sparsity of the AO matrice
linear scaling is achieved for sufficiently large systems,
discussed in the next section.

V. SELECTED PROPERTIES

In the present section, we consider in more detail
evaluation of a few important molecular properties: the m
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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lecular gradient, the molecular Hessian, the magnetizab
tensor, and the nuclear magnetic shielding tensors.

A. The molecular gradient

From Sec. III, we recall that the molecular gradient m
be written in the general form

Ea5Tr Dha1 1
2Tr DGa~D!1Tr DaF1hnuc

a ~72!

5Tr Dha1 1
2Tr DGa~D!1Tr~D0

a1@D,Xa#S!F1hnuc
a ,
~73!

where we have used Eq.~33!. ~Since, for the undifferentiated
density matrix, there is no need to distinguish betweenD and
D0 when X50, we here useD in place of D0 except in
derivatives.! According to the 2n11 rule,Xa makes no con-
tribution to the gradient and may be omitted in the calcu
tion of the gradient, which therefore takes the form

Ea5Tr Dha1 1
2Tr DGa~D!1Tr D0

aF1hnuc
a ~74!

5Tr Dha1 1
2Tr DGa~D!2Tr DSaDF1hnuc

a . ~75!

To obtain the final, more explicit expression, we have u
Eq. ~53!.

Although the vanishing ofXa from the molecular gradi-
ent follows from quite general considerations~the 2n11
rule!, it is nevertheless instructive to demonstrate explic
how this occurs for the gradient. Expanding theS commuta-
tor, we obtain for the last contribution to the gradient E
~73!

Tr@D,Xa#SF5Tr~DSXaF2XaSDF!

5Tr Xa~FDS2SDF!

50, ~76!

where we have invoked Eq.~19!. Thus,Xa does not contrib-
ute since it is multiplied by the Hartree–Fock variation
conditions. Similar simplifications occur to higher orde
where the derivatives ofX are multiplied either by the
Hartree–Fock conditions or by their derivatives.

For sufficiently large molecules, the cost of evaluati
the gradient Eq.~75! scales asO(M ) whereM is the size of
the molecule—that is, linearly with the size of the syste
For the first two terms and for the last term in Eq.~75!, linear
scaling follows by noting that these terms may be calcula
in the same manner as the energy in Eq.~1!, replacing un-
differentiated overlap distributions

Vmn5xm* xn ~77!

by differentiated ones as appropriate. Since the numbe
derivatives arising from each overlap distribution is indep
dent of the size of the system, the cost of evaluating the fi
second, and fourth contributions to Eq.~75! scales in the
same manner as the cost of evaluating the total energy—
is, linearly~provided the Coulomb interactions are calculat
by the FMM or an equivalent method!. Linear scaling of the
term containingSa in Eq. ~75! follows by similar arguments
Alternatively, we note that, for a given coordinatexa , the
number of nonzero elements inSa scales asO(1); similarly,
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the number of nonzero elements inDSa scales asO(1), and
so on. Since the number of coordinatesxa scales asO(M ),
the cost of evaluating2TrDSaDF also scales asO(M ). In
conclusion, the total molecular gradient may be calculated
a manner that scales linearly with the size of the system

B. The molecular Hessian

Combining the general expression for the molecu
Hessian Eq.~22! with the 2n11 rule, we obtain

Eab5Tr Dhab1 1
2Tr DGab~D!1Tr D2n11

ab F

12Pab Tr Da@hb1Gb~D!1 1
2 G~Db!#1hnuc

ab , ~78!

where D2n11
ab is given by Eq.~69!. Thus, to calculate the

molecular Hessian, we need only solve the first-order
sponse equations Eq.~70!. Since the geometrical perturba
tions are real, the perturbed rotation matrixXa is a real,
antisymmetric matrix, containing only contributions fromXR

in Eq. ~10!.
We also note that, since the expression for the molec

Hessian has been written in a form that is manifestly sy
metric in the indicesa andb, it may be shown that the erro
in the Hessian is quadratic in the error in the perturbed d
sity matrix Da—see, for example, Ref. 30. Thus, in order
calculate the Hessian to a numerical precision of 1026, we
need only solve the linear equations to a precision of 1023.

By invoking Eq.~70!, we may write the molecular Hes
sian Eq.~78! in the alternative form

Eab5Tr Dhab1 1
2Tr DGab~D!1Tr D0

abF1Tr@D0
b ,Xa#SF

1Tr@D,Xa#SbF1Tr D0
b@ha1Ga~D!#

1Tr Da@hb1Gb~D!1G~D0
b!#1hnuc

ab , ~79!

where we distinguish betweenD0
a andDa. In this manner, we

may computeEab without having to calculateDb. However,
if this expression is used to compute the Hessian, the erro
Eab is no longer quadratic in the error inDa. This is an
important point in favor of Eq.~78! since, in the AO basis
the solution of the response equations is often difficult
cause the electronic Hessian is not diagonally dominant.

Let us now consider the cost of evaluating the molecu
Hessian for a large system of sizeM. As for the molecular
gradient in Sec. V A, our discussion of the cost of evaluat
the Hessian is qualitative rather than quantitative, its purp
being to indicate in general terms how linear scaling ari
for large systems.

Let us consider, for a given coordinatexa of atomA, the
number of significant elements on the right-hand side of
first-order response equations in the form Eq.~64!. We first
note that, for the derivative overlap matrixSa, the number of
nonzero elementsSmn

a scales asO(1) since only overlap dis-
tributionsVmn with AOs onA contribute. Next, we conside
the scaling of the matrix

fa5ha1Ga~D!. ~80!

From Eqs.~2!–~4!, we see thatfa has three parts: the kinetic
Coulomb, and exchange parts. For the kinetic and excha
parts, O(1) scaling of the number of significant elemen
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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follows from the locality of the differentiated overlap distr
butions and from the sparsity of the band-diagonal den
matrix. For the Coulomb part off mn

a , there is one contribu-
tion from the overlap distributionVmn ~which is local! and
one contribution from the gradient of the~long-range! Cou-
lomb potential—that is, from the Coulomb field set up by t
nuclear and electronic charges associated with atomA. The
magnitude of the Coulomb-field contribution decreases q
dratically with the separation betweenVmn and A ~as op-
posed to the linear decrease for the Coulomb potential!. To
estimate the distance beyond which we may typically ign
the Coulomb-field contributions~and thus achieve linea
scaling!, we recall that, for an accuracy of say 1026 in the
Hessian, we need only solve Eq.~70! to a precision of 1023.
Hence, we may neglect all elements ofha1Ga(D) smaller
than 1023, implying that atom A makes a significan
Coulomb-field contribution only if it is located within abou
30a0 from the overlap distributionVmn . We conclude that
the number of significant elements inf a scales asymptoti-
cally asO(1).

Having thus established the locality@i.e., the asymptoti-
cal O(1) scaling of the number of significant elements# of
the right-hand side of Eq.~64!, we conclude that the left
hand side is local as well. In particular, this implies that t
derivative density matrixDa is local. Indeed, this behavior o
Da was observed by Ochsenfeld and Head-Gordon in R
14.

From the above considerations, it follows that the to
number of nonzero elements on the right-hand side of
response equations~for all coordinates! increases asymptoti
cally asO(M ). Using the same techniques as for the mole
lar gradient, these elements may be evaluated at a cost
increases asO(M ). Moreover, when the response equatio
are solved using an iterative scheme such as the conjug
gradient method, the cost of obtaining each solution is p
portional to the number of nonzero elements on the rig
hand side of the equations. Therefore, all responsesDa may
be obtained at a total cost that scales asymptotically
O(M ).

Having obtained the responsesDa of the density matrix,
the molecular Hessian is calculated from Eq.~78!. For the
first, second, and last Hessian contributions, linear sca
follows as for the molecular gradient. For the third contrib
tion, we must consider the cost ofD2n11

ab . For a given coor-
dinate pairab, the number of significant elements in each
the four contributions toD2n11

ab in Eq. ~69! scales asymptoti-
cally asO(1). In addition, whenA andB are sufficiently far
apart,D2n11

ab vanishes completely. The total cost of evalu
ing all D2n11

ab and hence the third term in Eq.~78! thus scales
asymptotically asO(M ). Finally, for the fourth term in the
Hessian, linear scaling follows from the locality of theDa

and fa. All terms contributing to the molecular Hessian m
thus be calculated at a cost that scales asymptotically
O(M ).

C. Magnetic properties

For closed-shell systems, there are no first-order m
netic properties, which vanish by symmetry. To second or
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two important properties that require the use of London
bitals are the magnetizability and nuclear magnetic shield
tensors, which are defined as

j52m0

d2E

dB2
, ~81!

sK5
d2E

dB dmK
1I3 , ~82!

whereB is the external magnetic induction,mK is the mag-
netic moment of nucleusK, and m0 is the vacuum perme
ability. Because of the presence of the London phase fac
in the AOs Eq.~20!, all integrals depend on the magnet
field, but not on the magnetic momentsmK .

The evaluation of these properties follows the same g
eral scheme as the evaluation of the molecular Hess
However, since the first-order magnetic perturbations
imaginary, the perturbed rotation matrixXa is an imaginary,
symmetric matrix, containing only contributions fromXI in
Eq. ~10!. As a result, the first-order density matrix becom
imaginary as well.

For the shieldings, additional simplifications follow from
the fact that these constants are bilinear in the perturbati
We may therefore eliminate from our expressions either
terms that involve the response of the density matrix to
external magnetic fieldXb, or all terms that involve the re
sponse to the nuclear magnetic momentsXk. ~We here use
superscriptsb and k for differentiations with respect to the
components ofB andmK , respectively.! Since there are only
three components ofB but potentially a large number o
nuclear dipole momentsmK , we eliminate all terms involv-
ing Xk. Furthermore, sinceD0

k vanishes since the overla
matrix does not depend onmK , we may in the expression fo
the nuclear shieldings omit all terms containingDk. Simi-
larly, all derivatives of the two-electron integrals with respe
to mK vanish, resulting in the simple expression

@sK#bk5Tr Dhbk1Tr Dbhk. ~83!

Thus, to determine the three perturbed densitiesDb, we need
only solve the three linear equations for the external m
netic field.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented expressions for the evaluation of
Hartree–Fock energy derivatives in the AO basis up to fou
order. All calculations are carried out exclusively in the A
basis, with no explicit or implicit reference to the MOs.
particular, our formulation does not require the diagonali
tion of the Fock matrix for the calculation of molecular pro
erties. The only manipulations needed~beyond the calcula-
tion of the AO integrals and the construction of the Fo
matrix! are additions and multiplications of one-electron m
trices in the AO basis. As such, our approach is well suited
the calculation of properties of large molecular systems,
which the sparsity of the AO matrices gives rise to a line
scaling of all computational steps. The solution of the
sponse equations, from which the perturbed AO density m
trix is obtained directly, follows the same scheme as for
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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density-based optimization of the Hartree–Fock energy,35 us-
ing a modification of the preconditioned conjugate–gradi
method. An essential ingredient of the presented theory is
proper identification and removal of redundancies, wh
presence would otherwise severely hamper the calculatio
properties for large systems.

The expressions for the derivatives have been succ
fully implemented for molecular gradients, molecular He
sians, and magnetizabilities, although not yet in the line
scaling regime. Our calculations on medium-sized molecu
confirm that the proposed formalism is well suited to lar
systems.
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